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:o~edtin tfhe futu~e to publish the journal at more regular intervals

Foreword
HE Harvard Mountaineering Club is now in its twelfth year.
From its beginning in 1924 as a small group of friends interested in the art and sport of mountaineering, it has grown
and widened its scope until it now numbers over one hundred and
thirty members. One handicap which the Club shares alike with all
other undergraduate organizations is, necessarily, the extensive
change which, from year to year, takes place both in its membership and in its officers. The gap is sometimes difficult to bridge, and
largely through the stabilizing influence of the Graduate members
is this transition effectively accomplished. We hope that this publication may help in augmenting this influence by bringing before
incoming members the background and aims of the Club. Of recent
years a new and even stronger vitality has been present in the club.
In the last four years eight major expeditions, to a large degree
fostered within the Club, have gone out to the little-known parts of
the earth, expeditions on which the Harvard Mountaineering Club
has been well represented.
A new trend has become evident on these expeditions, a trend
which was largely developed in the Alaskan ranges. In contrast to
the large unwieldly Himalayan expeditions with their complicated
problems of transport, it places emphasis on lightness of equipment
and mobility of organization. Whether such tactics could be
effectively employed on the greater Himalayan peaks is an open
question, as yet unanswered.
In the past there have been three issues of Harvard Mountaineering, the last published in 1932. We feel that a new course in presenting the material has become desirable. Formerly, a complete
story of each expedition under consideration was published, making
the issue larger and more expensive to print. More important, all
notable expeditions are reported elsewhere at some length, either in
the American Alpine Journal or in some similar publication. Duplication of these stories is both expensive and unnecessary. As it is
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us , 0 necessIty, be smaller.
'
Beginning with this issue, therefore, while keepin th
forma~ .as before, our journal will consist of abstracts ~f He same
expedItIons, together with bibliographies of f II
arvard
I· h d I
h
u er accounts pub
IS e e ~e:v. ere by their members, and in addition brief notes o~
~~~~:~~IVItIes, and ot!ter matters of mountaineering interest. We
H
f a more elastIc system of cataloging should be followed
fi enc~ orth. Harvard 111ountaineering will be numbered from th~
rslt Issue In 1927, the present issue being Number 4 and th
vo lU~:le number will be dropped.
,e
ASIde from recording in concrete fashion the past accom I· h
ments of Harvard me . th
.. . .
P IS th·
bI··
nIne mountaIns, It IS SIncerely hoped that
IS p~ IcatIon may provide a stimulus for a future vi orous in
ter~~t In the r~alm of mountaineering and in its traditio!.
'" e would bk~ to take this opportunity to thank the members
.who have contrIbuted financially towards the publication of thi
W~.
.
s
ApriI,1936.
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Minya Konka, 193'2
KONKA is the highest point in the eastern Tibetan
front ranges and lies in southeastern Tibet at Lat. 29°
36' N. and Long. 101° 52' E. in the province of Sikong.
The range was approached from the coast across China by the
Yangtze River and Tatsienlu, in the course of seven week's travel.
An accurate triangulation survey of this massif was carried out in
the summer of 1932 by R. L. Burdsall and A. B. Emmons of the
Sikong Expedition which placed the altitude of Minya Konka at
24,900 feet. The expedition, composed of A. B. Emmons and Terris
Moore, both members of the Club, R. L. Burdsall and J. T. Young,
carried out a month's preliminary reconnaissance of the massif in
September 1932 in search of a climbing route.
The reconnaissance proved that the only possible route was the
Northwest ridge. Climbing operations started on October 1st. Six
local native Tibetans were secured as porters in establishing a base
camp at 14,400 feet near the head of an important valley glacier.
Only two natives were used as porters above this point as far as the
snowline at 17,500 feet. From there the Expedition did its own
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backpacking.
Camps were established at 18,000 and 19,800 feet. An advance
party of Emmons and Moore reconnoitered the main ridge to an
altitude of 23,400 feet, and established a third camp at 20,70<:J'1t.
After a return to the lower camps for renewal of provisions, Burdsall joined the advance party while Young remained in support at
the base camp with the porters.
The advance party of three men established Camp IV on the
main summit ridge at 22,000 feet where it was consolidated on
October ~6th. Due to an accident to his hand Emmons was forced
to remain at this high camp. After a day of rest, the summit party
of Burdsall and Moore made the attack. Leaving at 5.00 A.M. they
followed the Northwest ridge. The weather was clear though the
wind was extremely severe. Both men reached the summit at
[ 7]
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~.40 P.M. over steep wind-packed neve broken occasionally by
outcroppings of rock. A complete panorama was photographed
from the summit.
The descent to the ~~,OOO feet camp was made before dark 'despite the factor of a considerable increase in the velocity of the wind.
The high camps were evacuated on October ~9th. On the descent
it was found that both Emmons' feet were seriously frozen though
the cause was undetermined. Within two weeks the Expedition
returned to the Chinese frontier and from thence returned to the
coast via the Yangtze River.
It may be noted that, in addition to the surveying and climbing
activities of the Sikong Expedition, a considerable collection of rare
mammals was acq1.1ired by the naturalist Jack Young, including
several live specimens never before in captivity.
In summarizing this expedition several unusual features should
be mentioned. 1VIinya Konka, previously little known, was surveyed, reconnoitered and first climbed within the relatively short
time of two and a half months. The active climbing personnel consisted of only three men with a fourth in support. The party maintained its integrity as completely self-supporting above the snowline. The summit was reached at an exceptionally late date for work
at such high altitudes, October ~8th. The ascent (~4,900 feet) constituted the second highest summit in the world to be reached and
was said to be the American record for altitude.
Once the route had been chosen there seemed to be little doubt
that it was the only one. In the main the weather was good except
for a constant high wind from the west and occasional severe
storms. The snow conditions, once the ridge was gained, proved
excellent for the use of crampons and only occasionally was step
cutting necessary. The wind prevented the accumulation of soft
snow and produced a firm surface.
Emphasis was placed on the simplicity and practicability of
organization and equipment. The organization had little formality
about it, but was based on weight of experience rather than anyone
man as leader. The equipment was kept to a minimum compatible
with the requirements of the problem and was founded largely on
the type used on former Alaskan expeditions. Barker boots were·
used in conjunction with crampons, tents of the usual Logan type,
Woods sleeping bags and air mattresses, parkas and gabardine
WInd-proof clothing were employed. A primus stove with kerosene
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d to be effective as high as ~2,000 feet. Specially prepared

~t~ ~~~tude food was taken although it had to be brough.t ~500
mTIes from Shanghai and was supplemented as much as posSIble by
food purchased locally in Tibet.
.
'.
Aside from the altitude, several problems !orelg~ to mountameeI.in outside of Asia must be taken into consIdera~lOn, on an expedIti~n of this type. As a rule these remote ranges mvolve a longh~n~
arduous approach complicated by political a~ well as geograp l:a
bl
The line of transport is apt to mvolve many va~le d
Pf ro e~\. el In many instances the superstitions of the natives
orms 0 lav .
b d It 'th with much
in the mountain regions are a factor to e ea WI
.
delicacy and are of great importance. In many of th~ As~an ran?e.s
the summer monsoon exerts decided limitations on chmbmg. actIVIties. In the region of Minya Konka it is present fro~ the mIddle. of
Au ust to November or December and is charact~rlzed by massl~e
clo~d formations which lie in the valleys contmuou~~y for thIs
eriod at about 15,000 feet, held down by the dry prevailIng westerEes from the Tibetan Plateau. Except for isolated loc~l storms the
Sikong Expedition found that the weather above I.D,000-16,000
feet remained good during much of the monsoon perlod.
Bibliography on the Minya Konka region by members of the Sikong Expedition:

R L B rdsall and A. B. Emmons - "Men Against the Clouds," Harpe~s
. . ~ Bros. New York, and John Lane the Bodley Head, London, 1~3D.
an
,
f "t{.
K k "Amencan
R. L.Burdsall-" Altitude and Location 0 ~. my a on a,
Geographic Revue, XXIX, January, 1934.
" China Journal, XIX,
A. B. Emmons - "Conquest of J\'Iinya K onk a,
Shanghai, Julv, 1933.
"
.
A. B. Emmons - :, The Reconnaissance of the J\'Iinya Konka, Amencan

Alpine Journal, II, 1934.
. J
l
"The Minya Konka Climb,"\ American Alptne ourna,
. l\,r
~
T erns U.Loore II, 1933.
l L d
Terris Moore - "The Ascent of J\'Iinya Konka," Alpine Journa, on on,
"L M t
November, 1933.
"La premiere ascension du J\'Iinya Konka,
a 1 on agne,
~uoore October, 1934.
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Mt. Foraker,

1934

of six men left N ew York on June 17, 1934 bound for
lVIt. Foraker, 17,100 feet. Two men were from this Club,
namely Charles S. Houston, the leader, and Charles M.
Storey. T. Graham Brown of Cardiff, 'Wales, now also a member of
the Club, O. R. Houston of New York, C. Waterson from Andover,
and Carl Anderson, a native of Alaska, completed the expedition.
Mt. Foraker lies in the heart of the great McKinley range in
central Alaska and was known to the Indians as Denali's Wife,
McKinley itself being known as Denali. The approach was made
up the "Vest Foraker glacier, which was reached by four days of
pack horse travel from McKinley Park. During those four days it
rained continuously and no idea of the surrounding topography
could be obtained.
On July 8th, therefore, a reconnaissance was begun, and by the
next week a possible route to the two summits had been discovered.
By July 17th Camp II had been made, and after climbing the steep
lower section of the Northwest Ridge, Camp V was established on
the Jast day of the month. At one point in this climb it had been
necessary to Tope all supplies over a seventy foot bergshrund, and
it was at this stage that the party split as had been previously
arranged, three men leaving to make a reconnaissance of the tributary glaciers.
C. S. Houston, Graham Brown and "Vaterston now climbed the
rocky band that still separated them from the summit plateau,
finally pitching Camp VII on the steep slope at about thirteen
thousand feet. On the 6th of August they left camp, and fighting
a strong wind gained the final ridge by one o'clock, twenty-five
hundred feet below the summit. Climbing slowly in the deep snow
and buffeting wind they reached the summit at five that afternoon,
the temperature reading four below zero.
On the descent the weather grew steadily worse and their return
was only made possible by the use of willow wands that had been
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planted every hundred feet of the ascent. Camp was reached at
nine 0' clock that night, and for three days they were confined to the
little bivouac tent by the storm, which left thirty inches of snow
behind it. On the tenth of the month, however, it cleared and following their former route for the first part of the day they again
reached the summit plateau, this time branching off and making
the first ascent of the South Peak. The summit was reached after
much difficulty at seven in the evening.
In evacuating the mountain, nights were spent at Camp VI and
IV, while just above the bergshrund that had given such trouble on
the way up the climbers were forced to make a hasty camp against
a sudden storm. Two days of steady snow made the slopes below
extremely dangerous because of avalanches, and it was not until
August 16 that the entire party met again on Tranquility Glacier
above Camp III.
lt was now apparent that the only feasible route up Mt. Foraker
was the Northwest ridge that they had followed. As a final salute
to the expedition, an earthquake shook the entire country on the
night of the 21st and probably destroyed the snow bridge that had
enabled them to cross the bergshrund. With the aid of horses that
had been sent in to meet them, they reached McKinley Park the
evening of the twenty-eighth of August.

~lT. FORAKER

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MT. FORAKER
Houston, Charles S., American Alpine Journal, "Denali's Wife," Vol. II,
No.3, p. Q85.
Brown, Graham T., Alpine Journal, "Mt. Foraker, Alaska," Vol. CLVII,
No. Q50, p. 14, and No. Q51, p. Q05.
Also articles in Appalachia, The Mountaineer, and The Deutsche Oesterreiche Alpen Zeitung.
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~1t. er.illon, 1934
.ascent of Mt. Crillon, which lies in the Fairweather
group in South-Eastern Alaska, so near the coast that its
summit lies only eight miles from tidewater, was first attempted by an expedition under Bradford W Il:shburn in 1932 which
made its base camp at Lituya Bay. After a summer of reconnaissance and backpacking, a practicable route to the base of the
mountain itself was found leading from Crillon Lake over the summit of the "Knoll" and up the "Great Valley" to the South Col
(ca. 7,000 feet). Here, at this late season, a very severe rainstorm
made the conditions of the snowbridges too uncertain to remain,
and it was necessary to beat a retreat.
In the summer of 1933 another party returned, flying their supplies into Crillon Lake which saved them the tedious back-pack
over the Crillon Glacier. Late in July, from a camp at the foot of
South Col, the whole party climbed the thousand foot ice cliff. This
cliff varied from 47° to 57° and on its lip the climbers broke through
about a four-foot cornice to emerge on the huge plateau. The
peaks of Crillon [12,726J, Dagelet [9,650J, and La Perouse [10,750J
rise about three miles from the base of the long ridge which leads to
the summit of }VIt. Crillan. Threading their way through the crevasses and wading in deep powder snow which came above their
knees, they were finally turned back when a storm cloud cove:red
the upper few tnousand feet of the mountain. The night was spent
in a small bivouac tent where it was decided to divide. Washburn;
Robert H. Bates and Walter C. Everett were to try Crillon again
and Charles S. Houston, William S. Child, and Adams Carter were
to attempt Dagelet. The latter party was successful, climbing the
rather steep East Face and reaching the summit at six. The other
party only reached 12,300 feet on the Crillon ridge, where they were
turned back by the powder snow and bad weather.
In late June 1934 a third trip made its base at Crillon Lake and
dumped about half of its supplies in well packed and wired boxes on
a snowfield at the "Knoll," from an airplane flying about three
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hundred feet above the ground. This was doneriear the middle of
the day when the snow had softened up to its. greatest extent and
only one or two things were smashed. After establishing a camp in
the "Great Valley," on July 19 six climbers gained the top of the
ice cliff by a slightly different route from the previous year. On the
plateau Washburn and Carter went ahead with very light loads,
supported by Waldo Holcombe, Howard Kellogg, Edward Streeter
and Henry S. Woods. Due to a period of warm weather which had
come a few days before, snow conditions were much better and the
powder snow was confined to the higher altitudes and was not so
deep as the year before. They gained the summit ridge between the
top and the 1~,300 foot peak after climbing a long slope. About
two hundred feet below the summit Washburn took the lead along
the knife-like ridge which drops off eight thousand feet to the right
at an average of 65°. Ice, covered by a half a foot of powder snow
and frost feathers, made climbing delicate. At 1~.30 Washburn and
Carter reached the summit, but a cloud cap formed just as they
arrived. Two days later, on July ~1, Washburn and Carter with
Holcombe made a second ascent in perfect weather and were able
to see Mt. Logan, over two hundred miles away.
Scientific work was carried on under Washburn and Richard P.
Goldthwait at the base camp in 1933 and 1934. Movement, annual
banding, and shearing planes of the glaciers were studied, depths of
ice were determined by geophysical instruments, and a geological
survey of the region was made.
The weather in South Eastern Alaska is doubtful at best, but
above the altitude of about five thousand feet on Crillon there is
often fine weather with a sea of clouds below. The summer is the
best time for climbing here as the days are longer, hence good
weather usually brings with it a very solid crust up to about seven
thousand feet.
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MT. CRILLON
Child, William 5., American Alpine Journal, "Crillon, 1933," Vol. II, No.
~,p. 148.
Paumgarten, Harald, Alpine Journal, "Crillon Mt., An Attack on," Vol.
XLV, No. 246, p. 135.
Deutsche Oesterreiche A/pen Zeitung, "In den Bergen des Sudl;>stlichen
Alaskas," 1933, p. 29.
Washburn, Bradford, National Geographic Magazine, "Crillon," May,
1935.
Appalachia, "The Attack on Crillon," Vol. XX, No.1, p. l.
"The Food Question," in various notes.
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Wood Yukon Expedition, 1935
the summer
.
Eastern
or Y k of. 1935 an expe.d'ItIon
proceeded into the
Territory. T~iso:l::~~rshed of the St .. Elias Alps in Yukon
Steele (16,644 feet) Mt W u~~xp(l~red regIOn enclosed ,by Mt.
15880 feet)
,.
as
4,700 feet) and Mt. Wood
( ,
was mapped b h' h bI"
other research in photogr Yh' Ig 0 ~que aerial photographs and
al/c mappmg were carried out. The
scientific work of the
Geographical Society. expe I IOn was sponsored by the American
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The party was composed of Walter A W
wife, and brother Harriso W d ' ood, the leader, and his
Hazard, Joseph Fobes Adnl' oOH' a mdember of the Club, I. Peace
',
e me azar Mrs H .
E .
.
a gUIde Hans Fuhrer.
, . arrlson ustIs, and
.
Gathering at Burwash Landin on Kl
the railhead at ""hl'teh
Y gk
uane Lake, 170 mIles from
orse, u on Terr't
f
t
lory, rom whence the
various members of the
expedition set out on J~~; ~!ad ;~mt~~y plane and by truck, the
horses toward the Donjek Valle wi
~rty-fo~r pack and saddle
y A
up to the foot of Mt. Steele C ·
sefH:s of ~Ight camps were set
The first three camps had b~en ::~c~ bemg pItched on J u~y ~4th.
the snout of the Wolf Cr k Gl'
.and the Base establIshed at
twelve miles further up. ee
aCIer wIth the Advance Base about
'
Two unsuccessful attempts were mad
party reaching 13 ~50 fe t h
.
e on Mt. Steele, the second
,
e were It was fo d b k b
.
storm. This was folIo d
rce
ac y a VIOlent
hope of climbing the m we t ~y thre~ days of blizzard after which
t'l .
oun am was gfven
.h
up, un I It was found that
instead of loading }\ITt St I
~.
ee e WIt snow th
. dh d
, e wm a effectually
cleared it away or harde d't'
. .
. ne I mto crust On A
t 1'"
consIstIng of W A W d J
.
ugus '" a party
.
.
00
oseph F b
H W
th
0 es:
. ood and Hans
Fuhrer, climbed up to 11 000
station on the ridg Th'
on e mountam to establish a survey
d by contrast, extremely
ood and I't w de. 'd de snow appea re,
g
,
as eCI e to mak
th
summit. At 1.15 A.M. the foIl . e ano. er attempt to reach the
owmg mornmg, August 15th, the same
[ 17 ]

party left Camp 8 in perfect weather, the thermometer registering
minus four degrees.· The snow surface on the East ridge was firm
for most of the way, and at noon the party reached the plateau
below the summit cone. Up to this point each member of the party
had taken the lead for fifteen minutes, but at the plateau the shifts
were decreased to 100 paces. Progressing in this way up the cone
the party gained the summit at .4.30. P.M., the vertical ascent from
Camp 8 being a little over nine thousand feet.
This was the end of the season and the expedition retreated to
Burwash Landing to complete the photographic flights.
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National Geographic Expedition, 1935
the Southwestern corner of Yukon Territory, Canada, there
was an area of almost a thousand square miles which had not
been explored or surveyed until the National Geographic
Expedition entered the region in the spring of 1935. Late in February, using Carcross as a base, a careful airplane survey was made
during which the whole region was mapped by a series of overlapping photographs: North to Mt. Lucania (17,143 feet) and Mt.
Steele (16,600 fe~t), East to Kluane Lake and the Alsek River,
South to the Alaskan border, and West to Mt. Saint Elias (18,808
feet) and Mt. Logan (19,950 feet). The survey revealed some surprising facts. The true summit of Mt., Vancouver which was hidden
by an intervening ridge when the Boundary Commission made
their survey from the coast, seems to be about 15,750 feet and is
fifty feet higher than the point which was formerly thought to be its
highest peak. The Hubbard Glacier has an extent of about thirty
miles more than was shown on the government maps and totals
seventy miles in length, perhaps one of the longest valley glaciers
outside of polar regions. Three newly discovered glaciers which
flow down to the Alsek River from the West are over forty miles in
length. There are two mountains well over 13,000 feet in height and
scores of peaks of more than 10,000 feet which were seen for the
first time. Two of the larger ones have been named for King George
and Queen Mary in honor of their Jubilee Year. *
In early March, Hartness Beardsley, Adams Carter, a member of
the Club, Orne Daiber, Andrew M. Taylor and John W. Haydon
were flown from Carcross in Yukon Territory with most of flte supplies and six dogs and landed on the lower part of the Lowell
Glacier * near the Alsek River. By the end of the month everything had been moved to the base camp, which was established near
the base of an ice fall twenty miles to the west. Here they were
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Names not yet official.
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joined by Bradford Washburn the leader, and Robert H. Bates.
both members of the Club who had been held up in Carcross by
storms and trouble with the airplanes. Three weeks of adverse
weather followed during the best of which a survey was made near
lhe icefall. Supplies were moved up towards Mt. Hubbard (14,950
feet) at the foot of which the highest camp was finally established.
The approach from this side up Mt. Hubbard was seen to be impracticable, as much of the way led under hanging glaciers from
which tremendous powder snow avalanches poured down.
By the first week in May the ground survey of that region was
practically complete and the entire party began to haul supplies
from the icefall on the Lowell Glacier to N unatak Fiord, through
the network of long and rather flat glaciers that are the highways
nf this region. About two days from tidewater, at the head of the
Artlewis Glacier,* Bates, Daiber and Haydon left the others to
return with the dogs to base camp. From there they .went down the
Lowell Glacier, across the Alsek and.down to Bates Lake. After a
hard trip they arrived at the lake on June second, only to find it still
frozen, with conditions that made the landing of an airplane impossible. Ammunition and food were dropped from the air, however,
and after a week, a plane was able to land in a narrow channel and
bring them back to civilization.
Meanwhile the others completed the first crossing of the St. Elias
Range from the Alsek to the Pacific, hauling their supplies on a
hand sledge. The last part of the route took them down N unatak
Glacier. This part was rather dangerous since it was swept by
rocks from the right and by seracs from the left. Taylor and 'Vashburn paddled up the fiord for fifty miles on a collapsible rubber boat
that had been brought for the purpose, portaged across the
Tebinkof Peninsula and continued· on to Yakatat. From there
they sent a boat back to pick up Beardsley and Carter who had
been packing the last of the supplies to the fiord.
The expedition experienced temperatures as low as fifty below
zero which necessitated special boots with large box toes and heavy
inner soles. They were unlined to facilitate drying and were completely satisfactoi-y. The weather did not seem better than in the
summer and snow conditions were bad in all places except where
high winds had hardened the snow into windcrust. Longer days in
June and July make those two months probably the best for climbing in the Alaskan Coastal Ranges.
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Mt. Waddington
is the highest known peak in the coastal
range of British Columbia and was unknown until Mr.
and Mrs. Don Munday first saw it from Vancouver
Island in 1922. Its height was determined by actual survey in 1928
at 13,260 feet placing it above Mt. Robson [12,973 feet] in the
Rockies. Its highest pinnacle is still unclimbed.
In 1931 Henry Hall, one of the founders of the Clllb, began what
turned out to be a series of trips into the range from the landward
side. 1931 saw a dash of six days only to a vantage point by Tatla
Lake. 1932 saw an attempt to reach Mt. Monarch when an approach to within ten miles of Waddington by the "Yest branch of
the Homathko River was made. Mts. Blackhorn and Razorback
near the eastern side of the range were also ascended with the guide
Hans Fuhrer. In 1933 a party composed of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Munday, Henry Hall, Donald Brown, also of this Club, and the late
Alfred E. Roovers approached the mountain again by the west
branch, up Scimitar Creek and glacier, and made several reconnaissance climbs. Failing once on Mt. Geddes, they climbed Mt. Combatant [12,400 feet] on which they spent the night at the summit in
perfect weather, thus obtaining a perfect view on two days of the
entire central portion of the range.
In June 1934 Henry Hall made a rapid dash to Mt. Monarch
with Ernest Feuz, when a circuit of the peak was made in fifty
hours, during which time thirty-five miles were covered, twelve
thousand feet were climbed, three passes crossed between different
glaciers and rest taken for only twelve hours out of the fifty. The
next month the same party and the Nlundays made yet another
visit to the range .. This time they approached by Knight Inlet and
the Franklin Glacier from the Pacific Coast. An attempt was made
on the south or highest peak and an altitude of about twelve thousand feet attained. The north peak [ca. 13,200 feet] was climbed in
the following days and other minor climbs were made.
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In 1935 another party, this time of eight men including William
F. Loomis of this Club and under the leadership of Bestor Robinson
of California, again attempted the final peak. They approached by
the seaward route flying in to Knight Inlet from Vancouver and
backpacking supplies up the Franklin Glacier. A base camp was
made at the head of the Dias Glacier and two attempts were made
on the south face of the peak. Full piton equipment had been
brought for use on this twenty-five hundred foot cliff, but two ice
storms drove them back, one lasting for three days. The north' or
snow peak was again climbed after a high camp had been made at
12,500 feet on the eastern shoulder of the mountain. A new blizzard, however, prevented their using the time remaining at their
disposal for an attempt on the north ridge of the final rock tower.
Hall, Henry S., The American Alpine Journal, "Ascents in the Coast
Range of British Columbia," Vol. II, No. ~, p. 156.
Alpine Journal, "Climbs in the Coast Range of British Columbia,"
Vol. 47, No. ~51, p. ~88.
Munday, Don, Canadian Alpine Journal, "Mt. Waddington, 1934," Vol.
XXI, p. ~4.
Woods, Don. M., ·'Mt. Waddington Still Unclimbed," Mazama, Vol.
XVII, No. 12, p. 38.
Leonard, Richard, Appalachia, "An Attempt on Mt. Waddington,"
November, 1935.
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1935 Dyson Duncan and Henry Hall, both members of the
Club, with Mrs. Hall a~d the guide Edward Feuz made an
attempt on the western SIde of Bush Mountain, anunclimbed
10,770 foot peak in the British Columbian Rockies. Supplies were
brought up the Bush River by boat and a base camp established.
The party was held up by bad weather for a few days, then an
attempt was made to ascend one of the western glaciers. They were
turned back by a blizzard at 8,000 feet. On a second attempt the
~arty gained the northeast ridge at about ten thousand feet. The
fldge proved sharp, steeply inclined and badly corniced, and progress was halted by dangerous avalanche conditions.
Another attempt was made the same day on a new route. The
party traversed the north face about a hanging glacier and gained
the northwest ridge. The climbers were finally turned back at 9,000
feet by adverse snow conditions.
Later, they made a third assault after a traverse around to the
south side. Here a high standard of rock was encountered on the
steep south face. A point was reached at 9,500 where verglas on the
rocks made further progress impossible.
The experience of the Duncan party illustrates two of the difficulties. of mountaineering in the Canadian Rockies, namely, a
long dIfficult approach to the objective, usually involving river
transport and the annoying prevalence of bad weather in the
summer months.
N

Duncan, Dyson, American Alpine Journal, "An Attempt on Bush :Mountain," Vol. II, No.3, p. 307.

*

*

*

Our member W. Osgood Field, who is associated with the International Glacier Commission in "Yashington, D. C. and with the
~arvard U~iversity Film Foundation, made a trip to Prince Wilham Sound III Southeastern Alaska during the summer of 1935. His
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purpose was to continue the study of glaciers of the region where he
has made several previous trips and to photograph the recession of
ice and glacial banding. _

*

*

*

In August 1935 a small party of Francis Farquhar and his wife,
Marjory Bridge Farquhar, and William Loomis, both men of this
Club, made a ten day trip into the Sierras. Entering by Shepherd's
Pass north of Mt. Whitney they worked south towards that mountain. On August 13th a first ascent was made of the East Face of
Mt. Tyndal [14,050 feet] on its northern side and the following day
lVIt. Williamson (ca. 14,300 feet) was climbed by the ordinary route.
Mt. Russel [14,100 feet] was climbed a few days later from the
saddle north of Mt. Whitney, and on August 17th the party
climbed the East Face of lVIt. Whitney [14,600 feet], spending the
night on the summit.
I

*

*

In July 1935 two new routes were made in the Wyoming Tetons.
W. F. Loomis made a first ascent of the North Face of Teewinot on
July '20 and four days later he and Paul Petzoldt made a new route
up the Grand Teton by the Southeast Face, descending by the east
ridge to Jenny Lake.

*

*

*

*

*

Alexander Forbes, a member of the Club, made another flight to
Cape Chidley, north of LabradQr, to obtain additional material for
a photographic survey of the region that he has made.

*

Italian authorities, and despite the blandishments of the Lago di
Maggiore, the Club party reached the East Face of Monte Rosa.
Houston and Brown accomplished the guideless crossing of the
Fillarjoch. Brown with Otto Fuhrer ascended the Dent Blanche.
G. Brown and A. B. Emmons made a guideless ascent of the Dufourspitze of Monte Rosa.
Unfortunately this last year the summer trip was organized so
late that very few members could be found who had not already
made plans for the summer. Consequently only four members
turned up in Zermatt. The trip was so eminently successful from
the point of view of excellent climbing, that it is much to be hoped
that a summer expedition will become a regular part of each year's
activities. It is strongly desired by the officers that an increasing
number of the younger and less initiated members of the Club will
sign up for them in the future.
NEW EXPEDITION
It may be of interest to note here the formation of a new expedition for the coming year. Under private auspices, an attempt will
be made this summer to make a first ascent of Nanda Devi ('25,645
feet) in the Central Himalayan Ranges of Northern India. Of the
nine men making up the British-American Himalayan Expedition,
seven are members of the Club, including A. Carter, A. B. Emmons,
C. S. Houston and W. F. Loomis, and from England, T. Graham
Brown and Noel E. Odell. The expedition will be reported, it is
hoped, in the next edition of the Harvard Mountaineering Journal.

In the summer of 1935 the Club sponsored a gathering of its
members in the Alps. Activities were concentrated in the Zermatt
region. Charles S. Houston and T. Graham Brown climbing with
Alexander Graven left behind them a remarkable trail of ascents
including two either new or very rare ascents on the East Face of
Monte Rosa, a traverse by the vVest and East aretes of the Dent
Blanche, the East Peak of the Breithorn, a traverse of the Lyskamm and the Jagerjoch.
On August 1st the party was joined by D. W. Brown and A. B.
Emmons, and a tour of guideless climbing was embarked upon.
Bad weather prevented much being accomplished for a number of
days, but after crossing the Breithorn Pass, the party descended on
the Italian side. After experiencing some interest on the part of the
[ '28 ]
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Local Activities
life of the Club depends, not so much on its summer expeditions, as upon the activities during the college year.
Interest has been fostered in the excelleJ.lt local rock-climbing
and skiing available in New England. Trips'~re run on week-ends
to the. 'White Mountains for climbs on Canon and Willard Mountains and on the Pinnacle of Mt. ·Washington. Nearer at hand are
some fine technical climbs providing a chance to learn and practice
the tricks of the trade. Parts of the Quincy Quarries supply rock
work of a calibre comparable to some of the best peaks in the Alps.
In the field of skiing the Club has led the college into what has
now become a fully recognized competitive sport. The Harvard
University Ski Championships have been run by the Club until
this year, when that function was taken over by the newly formed
Harvard Ski Team under the leadership of a club officer.
Four years ago the Club constructed a cabin on Mt. Washington's Boott Spur at an altitude of 3500 feet. It will accommodate
fourteen men and provides an excellent base for rock-climbing and
skiing in the ravines. A ski trail has been cut out on the adjacent
Spur and the surrounding woods have been cleared.
The regular seasonal dinners have been held that we may keep in
touch with mountaineering interests in other parts of the world,
and outside speakers have been invited whenever possible.
It is hoped that with so much active interest in mountains and
their associations, the younger men will take over and carryon the
traditions and true spirit of that finest of sports - mountaineering.
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